
 News From LDI 2013

The DMXter4 RDM is now orderable with a universal power supply
This option allows the DMXter4 to charge and operate from any AC mains supply from
90 volts to 260 volts  - 50 or 60 Hz.  The charging rate is more stable and battery life
should be enhanced. This option costs $35. It can be retrofitted to older units for $135.

#

New feature for the MiniDMXter 4
The Mini now supports Intercept and Modify. This feature allows the Mini to pass thru
all slots EXCEPT the ones the operator needs to take control of. Previously this feature
has only been available on the full sized DMXter4. It is now standard on all MiniDMXters
at no additional cost.

#

New Software - V4.20 - V3.20 
The standard software package for the DMXter4 and the Mini4 now
includes a UI for all 21 dimmer PIDs added by ANSI  E1.37-1.  The
software also supports 46 of 52 PID’s in E1.20 (RDM). This code is
included at no charge on both models (except, at this time, for
DMXter4 RDM units with the RDM Sniffer option). The supported PIDs
can be seen on our website at
http://www.goddarddesign.com/pdf_doc/sup_pid_v4.20_v3.20.pdf 

#

Our RDM Hub (FD HUB5) comes with both updated hardware and software 
- We are very pleased that the HUB5 has been chosen by the premier performing arts
center in Washington DC.
- The Hub5 is now fully configurable over RDM . Each port may be set to different
modes. One mode allows RDM discovery by a controller on any port, not just the ‘input
port’. This allows for flexible controller placement. This feature, when combined with our
DMX-Net RDM modules, offers flexible, easy to design distribution systems at low cost.
Please see our web site or data sheet for details 
http://www.goddarddesign.com/hub5_2.html

#

 DMX-Net RDM news
A recent installation used over 300 DMX-Net RDM
modules in 5 facilities.  These RDM hub modules are a
simple and low cost way to get DMX and RDM
distributed thru out a facility.  We have two white
papers on our website that explain the advantages of
this product in two very different performance spaces.

 http://www.goddarddesign.com/rdm-white-one.html
http://www.goddarddesign.com/pdf_doc/DMX-Net-RDM-whitepaper2.pdf

RDM LabPack
The LabPack, a device that simulates 6 RDM responders, is an essential tool for
teaching RDM and evaluating RDM controllers.  It now handles 43 out of 52 RDM PIDs
as well masny of the E1.37 PIDs.
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